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(.ill ou every square yar<l of the sun's surface about - pounds 
everv hour. This would inciease the solar diameter aliout one 
second of arc in Ô000 years, a quantité impossible to detect pro 
baldy in less than 2000 or MOOO years Hut the inciease in mas» 
of the sun xvotild affect the length of the year, -diot tening it 1*\ 
about one eighth of its value in 2000 veil'. Furthermore, 
su Hi lent meteoric matter hi the solar m stem to maintain the 
nun's lieat would cause the eaith to receive ten million times as 
much as at present and either one of these deductions issufficient 
to cause the rejection of the theory

The theory now generally accepted as being the principal 
cause in the maintenance of the sun's heat its shiiukage under 
its own gravitational force and the transformation of the work 
done In this shrinkage into heat was first pmpostd by Helm 
holt/, about lNn.'î It has been computed by various writers 
that a shrinkage of about 260 feet per year in the diameter is 
now sufficient to make up for the loss by radiation Newcomb 
calculated that it will require to shrink to about one-half its 
present size to maintain the present rate of radiation for 
7,000,000 years. Further, if the original nebula, which on con 
densing, formed the sun originally tilled a sphere whose dianietei 
was that of Neptune’s orbit, it would have furnished about 
20,000,000 times as much energy as the sun now loses hi a 
year.

It the rate of giving out energy had been constant this 
would make a period of 20,000.000 years during which the earth 
had been receiving heat as at prcent. In various ways geolo 
gists have estimated the age of the earth as somewhere between 
fiO,000,000 and more than 100,(It 10,000 \ears, with most of them 
inclining to the longer period, and the difficulty arises of explain 
ing tile discrepancy between the 20,000,000 years and the ruiuli 
longer time required for geological processes on the earth.

It was thought when radio activity was discovered that this 
hitherto unknown source of energy might serve to bridge over 
the gap between the astronomical and geological epoch. Hut 
it »eems doubtful at present and is not vet definite!) settled


